
On Santa 
Fe Style

fashion What’s the fashion scene like in Santa Fe?
Robert: Relaxed and casual without rules 

or judgment. Anything goes—and does!
Orren: Eclectic, laid-back, and totally Southwest.

How should visitors dress?
RP: Layers, to adapt to the temps in all four seasons. 
ODJ: Definitely turquoise and Native American jewelry. The 
black-on-black big-city uniform doesn’t work with the light here.

How would you describe your style?
RP: A fancy man who accessorizes with denim 
in unexpected ways.
ODJ: I consider myself a dandy! I have 
no gender bias and will wear a dress 
over jeans. I mix high fashion with 
streetwear and always accessorize.

Tell us about today’s ensembles.
RP: I like the comfort and changing 
shapes of a skirt. The silver Native 
American jewelry feels right over my 
tattoos by Crow from Talis Fortuna 
studio. My signature eyeglasses are 
converted Prada sunglasses—all the 
better to see you with!
ODJ: I always wear necklaces, no matter 
how heavy. (I keep Advil in my bag!) The 
googly-eyed bracelets were designed 
by our friend Iris Apfel. I’m wearing an 
oversized Eskandar shirt and a chef 
apron as a dress over custom Levi’s 
501s. This is a Comme des Garçons Rei 
Kawakubo icon bag from Louis Vuitton, 
and I bought the hat from the local flea 
market. I like to be matchy-matchy, so 
I spray-paint my hats whatever color I 
need to match the outfit.
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RP: Double Take 
for everything 
cowboy and 
cowgirl, plus 
eclectic resale 
clothes, like my 
favorite ’70s 
suede jacket. 

ODJ: Santa Fe Dry 
Goods has a great 
European selection. 
I just picked up a 
Sophie Hong silk 
jacket, a pair of Issey 
Miyake pants, and a 
Greg Lauren coat. 

ODJ: Shiprock is 
a modern-day 
trading post with 
an impressive 
selection of 
Native American 
jewelry—new 
and vintage. 

Robert Parker (left) and Orren Davis Jordan, longtime Santa 
Fe residents and fi xtures in the local art and fashion scene

RP: Devargas Travelers 
Market is great for 
gathering exciting finds 
of ethnic jewelry and 
textiles from all over 
the world, like African 
indigo fabric converted 
into a poncho.

RP: Lucchese 
Boot 
Company 
is where to 
find upscale, 
exotic hide 
boots made 
in America. 

ODJ: 
Goler Fine 
Imported 
Shoes has an 
interesting 
selection 
for men and 
women. 
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